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Abstract 
The Integrating library system ILS (Koha) and Digital Library -DL (Dspace) mix problem (ILS-DL) 
belongs to the class of digital and integrated library system and is considered as one of the most 
difficult problems integrating them together. The project is seeking to find the minimum cost for 
integrating a library system and digital library together as one system to provide complete solution for 
library along with integrating vufind discovery tool with both the system and proving the search result 
from different databases. The problem has many applications in real-life. There is no known exact 
system for solving this problem in polynomial time and even small instances may require long 
computation time i.e. each open source can be integrated separately. Therefore, we have to go by 
integrating different open source for example Koha, Dspace and Vufind for solving the problem, and 
genetic algorithm is one of the best heuristic algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization problem 
for combining them together. We seek heuristic solution to the ILS-DL. So, we shall develop a system 
to obtain heuristic solution to the problem. Then compare the efficiency of our proposed solution with 
existing state-of-art available system for the problem by solving some known instances and randomly 
generated instances of various sizes. Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) is offered as a 
balancing solution to meet librarians’ objectives without giving up excellence. The endeavor of this 
research is to confirm not only the most used FOSS in Libraries but also those alternatives which are 
not as glowing known but with great possible for the community. Computers and computer networks 
are being used in libraries for almost three to four decades now. Libraries all over the world are in the 
steady business of providing their patrons growing as well as legacy information in an extraordinary 
array of content categories or publication types, and in a fast proliferating merge of formats (digital as 
well as print). In the modern practical library setting there is a remarkable saturation of digital 
information during a diversity of publication forms such as books (published as such or issued as 
supplement), journals, portals, vortals, reports, CBTs, WBTs, cases, databases etc. unquestionably it 
is necessary to have a robust and flexible digital collections management and appearance software for 
creating the frequent indexes the libraries need, and for creating and distributing digital collections. 
Creation of indexes and the protection of digital objects are presently familiarly tied to software that 
provides those objects. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Libraries are the near beginning users of computers and software. Libraries started using software in 
1960s and spreadsheets, word processors, and other packages were being second-hand for day to 
day functions of libraries. Through 1960s the term library computerization was being used to automate 
the library procedures. Enlargement on a standard for catalog distribution was started in 1967-68 and 
it was given name as Machine Readable Catalog (MARC). [1] Says that most of the libraries in 
developing as well as developed countries do not have the funds to buy costly profitable software and 
FOSS has more draw for them. College libraries of any type or dimension are now under pressure 
with the development of organizing, storing and distribution of digital and print resources in an 
integrated atmosphere [2]. In addition, the arrival of digital resources and Web 2.0 technologies in 
recent times raised a new confront for libraries which are normally distinguished by restricted 
resources and insufficient technical manpower. In short, a classic college library under university 
system is now projected to run library automation, portal for e-journals and learning content 
administration system (as a stage for learner-teacher communication during a digital teaching-
learning-evaluation system); and interactive announcement and communication setup for institutional 
members (Discussion forum, Wikis,  Blogs etc.). All these assets and services need to be incorporated 
in a single-window user interface for well-organized retrieval through content management system [3]. 
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Apart from these necessities, college libraries need to touch local language based information 
recovery system for running multilingual information resources [4]. This research work selected 
college library affiliated under the Imam University. The integrated framework will be based on global 
set of recommendations as far as under certain standards; workflows and users services are troubled. 
Although, the integrated information management and retrieval system will be calculated mainly on the 
basis of necessities of college libraries under the University, but the design architecture will be skilled 
cautiously so that the integrated system structure can be comprehensive to college libraries in 
universal [5].  

• Objectives: The objectives of this research work are explained in the following ways:   
o To design the college libraries through open source software in three Domains specific 

clusters. 
o To create the single window based interface for the libraries in domain specific cluster. 

[12] Told that in untimely ages of software growth (1950’s and forward), computer companies supplied 
the software together with hardware. As hardware was the main center of these companies, the cost 
of software was extremely low or nominal. Programmers at the time had grown up in a period of 
liberally shared software, much the similar as many share cuisine recipes. Open Source Software, 
truncated as OSS is computer software that is free under with free/public license and it permits users 
to study, change and improve the software [13]. This presents a huge freedom for users to have the 
possession of software in real sense. [14] Stated that Open Source Software (OSS) evolved into a 
complicated movement through 1970’s to 2000’s which has twisted very steady and helpful software 
packages and after 1998, this association has become a revolt in software development industry. 

2 METHODOLOGIES 
The methodology of this research paper is the selection of parameters and open source software on 
the basis of global recommendations like integrated library system for discovery interface, service 
leaning architecture and open library atmosphere project for designing and developing the domain 
detailed clusters together with integrated library system, digital repository archiving, discovery tool-
vufind (federated search system) along with society communication interaction. These parameters and 
software is urbanized in a single window based boundary on Ubuntu operating system for designing 
and developing the libraries under the local host domain. 

3 DEVELOPMENT OF DOMAIN SPECIFIC CLUSTER 
Domain specific cluster is one of the important tasks in this research study. Domain specific cluster 
can be categorized in three areas like integrated library system cluster, digital media archiving cluster 
and federated search system (vufind) cluster and college communication and interaction cluster. 
These three domain specific clusters can be developed through matured level open source software 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Three domain precise cluster in libraries 

Integrated Library System Cluster Koha 

Digital Repository Dspace 

Discovery tool - Federated Search System Cluster Vufind 

4 DESIGNING IN-HOUSE OPERATION 
This is also a significant task in the college libraries for administrating the books and other library 
property. Housekeeping operations is achievable via open source software Koha. I selected Koha 
software for research work because its having most of the features like acquisition, cataloguing, 
circulation, report generation, serials manage and authority control. The Figure 1 is showing the 
housekeeping function interface for Koha development and customization for the college libraries 
under the University at local hosting server. All bibliographic data is neat in Koha OPAC interface for 
the users and records focused. Privileges restricted are also probable by using Koha admin boundary. 
Data backup and return can be done under the option of tools. Data import and export is also possible 
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in Koha admin interface. Circulation and patron card layout management can be likely in Koha admin 
interface. 

 
Figure 1. In house operation interface in Koha 

5 DESIGNING DIGITAL REPOSITORY (DSPACE) IN ENGLISH AND ARABIC 
DSpace provides maintenance for open source general licenses to be attached or created during 
upload items in the repository. They symbolize an alternative to conventional copyright. To learn more 
about general license either to visit their website or create your own link in the repository itself. 
Support for the certifying is controlled by a site-wide configuration alternative, and since license 
selection involves redirection to the local or global linked with any link (Figure 2), additional 
parameters may be configured to effort with a proxy server. If this option is enabled, users may select 
a created license through the submission process, or elect to skip created licensing. If a selection is 
made a duplicate of the license text and RDF metadata is stored together with the item in the 
repository. There is also a suggestion - text and a license icon - in the item display page of the web 
user interface when an article is licensed under that license. 

 
Figure 2. Digital resources in DSpace for English Language 
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Figure 3. Digital resources in DSpace for Arabic Language 

Each item has one qualified Dublin Core metadata standard (Figure 2 and 3) record and records can 
be sorted out with different parameter and here it is sorted by communities and author only but more 
parameter can be added as per specification. Other metadata might be stored in an item as a 
successive bit stream, but we store Dublin Core for every item for interoperability and to make the 
information retrieval easiness for discovery. The Dublin Core may be entered by end-users during the 
submission of content, or it might be resulting from other metadata as part of an ingest procedure. 

 
Figure 4. Dublin core metadata interface in DSpace 

6 DESIGNING FEDERATED SEARCH SYSTEM CLUSTER – VUFIND 
DISCOVERY 

Federated search system is also an important aspect in this research paper. VuFind is the most wide-
ranging innovative tools in federated search system because it can handle both the bibliographic as 
well as digital resources [6]. It can handle all the data which is accessible in Koha, DSpace and 
Greenstone because it can effortlessly incorporated the digital resources in the college libraries. 
Citation styles can be roughly divided into styles common (Figure 6) to the Humanities and the 
Sciences, though there is significant overlap [7]. Some style guides, such as the Chicago labor-
intensive of Style, are fairly elastic and cover both parenthetical and note citation systems. Others, 
such as MLA and APA styles, specify formats within the context of a single citation system [8]. These 
three well known citation style can be shown in a single window. So, clearly, it can said that the 
citation style maintenance is possible in VuFind user interface and its obliging to the college users and 
researchers but currently developing at local host environment. 
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Figure 5.  VuFind discovery tools in demo 

 
Figure 6.  VuFind discovery tools in FSS cluster 

7 SINGLE WINDOW BASE INTERFACE 
The most important objective of this research paper is to propose the single window based interface 
for three domain specific cluster. This is potential via the Ubuntu operating system. The Figure 7 
shows the single window based interface for the college libraries at local host environment. The clients 
and library staff can be accessed their needed resources and also potential the bibliographic data 
entry. Digital and multilingual document is also supported in this research work open source software 
and in this stage create the new things in different areas in regional languages for the college libraries 
at local host environment. 
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Figure 7 Single Window based interface for the college libraries at local host 

8 RESULTS 
The results of this research paper are clarified in the following ways: It is likely to incorporate the 
federated search system like VuFind in Koha OPAC interface; Housekeeping operations is simply 
managed by Koha in the local libraries of the University Digital resource is handled by DSpace in the 
local libraries; Three domain specific cluster software can be accessed in a solitary window based 
interface for the college libraries under the University and similarly done VuFind with Dspace. 

9 CONCLUSION  
The research work has fruitfully integrated the three domain precise cluster in a single window based 
interface for the clients as well as library professionals. The college librarians can effortlessly handle 
their housekeeping operations in the integrated library system (ILS) cluster by Koha open source 
software. Digital resource is managed by DSpace and users in the colleges can right of entry their 
essential resources. The information from the other institutional repositories is federated or it can be 
incorporated with the integrated library system (ILS) both in admin and OPAC interfaces and Step by 
step credentials of VuFind installation, customization, integration with KOHA and Dspace has been 
prepared. Any institution which is considering realization VuFind, or another open-source discovery 
platform, is probable to advantage from the experiences of this discovery tool project and Data quality 
has been improved by implementing them together. 
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